A good deal of work is being done at present on generalized Frobenius kernels, that is groups which admit a fixed point free automorphism of not necessarily prime order. In this paper we offer a candidate for the title "generalized Frobenius complement." In order to avoid the more difficult problem of studying the groups being acted upon, we consider here only linear groups. We will also assume throughout that the order of the groups are relatively prime to the characteristic of the field so that we have a completely reducible situation.
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Definition. Let ® be a linear group. Set 0(@) equal to the normal subgroup of ® generated by those elements which have a nonzero fixed point. We call ®/0(®) a generalized Frobenius complement.
In §1 we obtain a few simple results about these groups and in §2 we show that these groups come up in a natural way in a problem of D. R. Hughes.
1. Basic properties. Let SI be a group of automorphisms of group 33 which acts locally fixed point free, that is, each nonidentity element of 2f acts fixed point free. Then by a theorem of John Thompson, 33 is nilpotent and hence has a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup SB of order pn for some prime p. We can, of course, think of SB as a vector space of dimension w over GF(p). Clearly 21 acts locally fixed point free on SB. Since A £21 has a nonzero fixed point in a vector space if and only if A has an eigenvalue equal to 1, we see that 21 also acts locally fixed point free on 3B* = T'(g>3B for any field FZ2GF(p). Let F be a splitting field for 21. If 2Bi is an absolutely irreducible constituent of SB*, then clearly 21 acts locally fixed point free on SBi-Moreover, since the characteristic of F is prime to |2l|, SBi comes from a complex representation of 21. Thus every Frobenius complement has an irreducible complex representation in which it acts locally fixed point free.
The above does not hold for generalized Frobenius complements. Let ® act on vector space SB. We see easily that 0(®) is invariant under field extension. Since the characteristic of the field is prime to | ®| by assumption we see that we can view @ as a complex linear group and 0(®) remains the same. But now let SBi be an irreducible constituent of SB. Let $i be the kernel of the action of ® on SBi.
Clearly SiC0(@). Set ®i = ®/$i, so that ®i acts faithfully on SBi.
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We see easily that 0(®)/$i20(®i) and the inclusion may be proper. Then ®/0(®) is a homomorphic image of @i/0(@i), which may be proper.
The following question is then pertinent. Given linear group ®, does there exist irreducible linear group ®* such that @/0(®) ®*/0(®*)? Unfortunately we have not been able to resolve this problem. If we let 21 be the quaternion group of order 2n+1 then we see that 21/Z(2l), the dihedral group of order 2n, occurs as a reducible generalized Frobenius complement. If n = 2 this group is abelian of type (2, 2). We now show that under the assumption of regularity such groups cannot occur. show that ty/dCty) is cyclic.
We show by induction on | ty | that if ^ is a regular p-group which is a linear group then ty/OCfy) is cyclic. Let U be a minimal counterexample. Suppose that ty acts on space SB. Let U be an irreducible submodule and let $ be the kernel of the representation of ty on U. Set <rj2 = ^/t so that ty/dC®) is a homomorphic image of %/6(%). Since ty is a minimal counterexample we must have $ = (1). Thus we can assume that ^3 is irreducible by taking ty -^2. This implies that the center of ty is cyclic and acts fixed point free. Moreover, using the fact that a regular 2-group is abelian, we can assume that ty/8(ty) is abelian of type (p, p).
If 0CiT3) = (1) then ty acts locally fixed point free and is cyclic. Since this is not the case, § =f5Cip) is nontrivial. Let Z he a central element of ty of order p contained in £>. Let XEty-& and set 2I = (X, Z) so that 21 is abelian. Suppose that Xp has a nonzero fixed point in SB. Then 2I/(XP) acts on 33, the space of fixed points of Xp. This quotient group is clearly of type (p, p) since Z£(XP). Now a group of type (p, p) cannot act locally fixed point free. But Z acts fixed point free and XZ{Ety -!Q for all t. Hence this cannot occur and Xp has no nonzero fixed points in SB.
Set ^^Q1^), the subgroup of ty generated by all pth powers of elements of ty, and set ^>i = U1(^>). We have 1Pi3 §i and by properties of regular ^-groups and the above results, if X£^3i - §i then X has no fixed points in SB. Hence 0(^1) <ZZ &i. Consider the map a: ty^>tyi/$Qi given by a(X) =XplQi. Since §2^' we see by regularity that a is a homomorphism of ty onto ^i/^i. The kernel clearly contains £>. If X is in the kernel then XP = HP for some HE&.
By regularity (XTf-1)p = 1 and thus (XiT-1) is an element whose pth power has fixed points. Hence XiT-1££> and X£ §.
Therefore |> is the kernel of a and $/$^W$iSince tyi<ty and 6($i)Q$i we have tyi/8(tyi) is cyclic and hence "iPi/ipi is cyclic, a contradiction. This proves the result. Now let ? be a Z-group. Then 8 = 2133 where 21 and S3 are cyclic of relatively prime order and 21 A?. Let |33| =b and set 33* = (B) where B has order b2. If S)C33* with T> = (Bb) then S) is cyclic of order b and 33*/S)^33. Let 2l* = 2lX"33*, the semidirect product of 21 by 33* where 33* acts on 21 by way of the isomorphism 33*/S)^33. Thus © is a central subgroup of 21* and 2l*/£)~2I33 = ?. Now 21© is a normal cyclic subgroup of 21* and thus 21* has an irreducible representation £ with every element of SIS) acting fixed point free. Also if X£3l* and X^l, then some power of X is clearly a nonidentity element of SIS). Hence SI* acts locally fixed point free. By Theorem 1 there exists linear group ® with ®/0(®)~3I*/S)^2. Since the group ® constructed has abelian Sylow subgroups the result follows.
The previous constructions all yield reducible linear groups. We now modify the methods used to obtain irreducible groups. However, we can no longer guarantee that the Sylow 2-subgroup of © is regular. First assume p">2 so that $£ = $t(pa) is generated by £ and S with Rpa+1 = S" = l and S-1RS = R1+*°. We see immediately that Z($) = <£*>> and S'= (£"">. Set 35 = 3)* = (£*", S> with £ = (£"■> and 6= (5). Now ^ is central and since 3)2$', 35 is normal. Clearly S/35 is cyclic of order pa. Now © is not normal so 3)^@ffiD@-Since | 35j =p2, | @| =p we see that @* = 3). This proves (i), (ii) and (iii).
We show now that 35= {XE®\X* = l}. Since 35=ixS, 35 has period p. Conversely, let Xp = l. Then X$t' has order 1 or p in abelian group $/$'. Since $/S' is abelian of type (pa, p) we see that XS'G(£p0~\ 5>fl' and ZG{r', 5). If o^2 then (£^', 5) is abelian of type (p2, p) and thus XE{Rp°, S) = 35 in this case. Now let a = l so that p = p">2. Then $ has order p3 and it is well known that for p odd the set of elements of $ of order 1 and p is a subgroup. Since S does not have period p and 35 is a maximal subgroup in this case, the result follows. We show now that (iv) is satisfied. Let A"G35 so that Xp9*l. Since (£) is a normal subgroup of S of index p, X" is a nonidentity element of (R). Then certainly some power of X is equal to Rp". Now let pa = 2 so that ft = 8(2) is generated by R and S with Rs = S2 = 1 and s~1RS = R3. Set S) = (i?2, 5) and 3)* = (i?4, 5) with 3 = (i?4)and <g=(S>. Then 3)* =3X( §, 3 is central and S) is normal. Clearly 0(®)C3). Since g has fixed points 0(®) 3 <g® = gs = 3). Hence 0(®)=3) and ®/0(®) = ®/3)^2lS3 = 8. This completes the proof.
Thus we see that all Z-groups and many groups like the semidirect product of the quaternion group of order 8 by a group of order 3 occur as irreducible generalized Frobenius complements. Now many of these groups are Frobenius groups which do not act locally fixed point free. Thus in some sense the generalized case is more satisfactory. We do not know whether any dihedral group can occur as an irreducible generalized Frobenius complement.
For any group 31 let Oi(2I) denote the subgroup of 31 generated by elements of order p for all primes p 11 311. 
